TECHNICAL REPORT

EVALUATION OF THE CUSHIONING CHARACTERISTICS
OF PADDING IN CERVICAL ORTHOSES
Overview
Clinicians agree that sustained pressure greater than 32 mmHg can cause irreversible skin damage in as
little as two hours.1 Manufacturers of cervical orthoses must consider these parameters in their selection
of padding materials, since the effectiveness of the padding can influence pressure at the skin surface.
Research suggests that when properly fitted, both the Miami J® Cervical Collar and the Aspen® Cervical
Collar generate a maximum average pressure of less than 25 mmHg.2 While this is below the capillary closing
pressure of healthy tissue, not all patients have healthy tissue. In this report, the cushioning characteristics
of the padding material used in the Aspen® Collar and the Miami J® Collar are evaluated. The results
demonstrate that at pressures of ~25 mmHg the foam used in the Aspen pads provides cushioning that is
approximately twice as effective as the pads used in the Miami J® Collar.

Materials & Methods

Replacement pads were obtained from currently available Aspen®
and Miami J® Cervical Collars. Analysis showed that the Miami J®
pads are manufactured from a “non-clickable” foam with a density
of 1.6 lbs. “Non-clickable” foam
figure 1
does not readily spring back
after it is die cut, so the edges
appear to be sealed. Aspen®
pads are manufactured from
1.6 lbs. foam that is “clickable.”
Clickable foam is designed to
have superior resiliency so that
edges do spring back and do
not stay compressed after it is
die cut.3
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The thickness of each pad was
foam
foam
measured. A 1 kg weight, fitted
with a base plate designed to
figure 2
yield a pressure of ~25 mmHg
was pressed into both pads
and allowed to rebound. After
60 seconds, with the weight
in place, the thickness of each
pad was again measured
(figure 1).

Results

The Miami J® pad averaged an
initial, uncompressed thickness
of 0.4015 inches and showed
an
average
compressed
thickness of 0.1860 inches
after
60
seconds.
The
Aspen® pad had an average,
uncompressed thickness of
0.4280 inches and rebounded
to an average compressed
thickness of 0.3180 after 60
seconds (figure 2).

Discussion

While the Aspen® padding rebounded to 75% of its original
cushioning height, the Miami J® padding rebounded to less than
half (46%) of its original height. These differences in performance
may explain why using Aspen® Cervical Collars, in conjunction with
comprehensive protocols, can significantly reduce the incidence
of skin breakdown commonly seen when other cervical collars are
used.4,5

Conclusions

The results of this evaluation demonstrate that there are clear
differences in the cushioning ability of the pads used in the Miami
J® and Aspen® Collars. The clickable foam used in Aspen® Cervical
Collars offers superior cushioning to the non-clickable foam
used in Miami J® Collars. The padding material used in Miami J®
Collars lost more than half of its thickness at pressures that were
significantly below capillary closing pressure.
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